20’ x 40’ / 20’ x 60’
Celebrationâ
Erection Instructions

Attached you will find installation instructions for a 20x40 Celebrationâ. These short
instructions how to “lace-up” your sectionalized top and how to make your 20’x40’ into a
20’x60’.
Your tent is in (4) Pieces. It has (2) end pieces and (2) identical middle pieces. At Step
10., you will need to first “lace” your tent up. To do this, you will lay our tent out on the
ground, handling it as careful as possible in order to avoid abrasion or tearing the tent.
As you lay the middle next to an end, one piece will have grommets and the other will
have laces or rope. Starting at the peak or top of the tent working back out to the
perimeter, take the rope up through the first grommet and pull tight and back toward
yourself. The next rope or lace will come up through the next grommet it and then up
through the first lace. As you pull the second lace tight and back toward the perimeter,
you have begun the lacing. It is a simple process that is simply repeated until you reach
the perimeter where a few simple knots will keep the lacing from coming apart. Repeat
the same lacing process on the other side of the tent and for the other lace lines. After the
lace lines are all “laced-up”, go back and seal your velcro rain flap that protects the lace
lines and keeps the tent from leaking.
If you decide to make your tent a 20x60, simply repeat Step 7. where you insert another
Ridge Assembly, (2) Ridge Rafters and (2) additional R-20’s. You will also have to
repeat the above instructions in order to lace your additional middle into the top.
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